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Genomics could yield a faster growing tree
BY R OBIN BRUNET

C

ould genomics research result in a faster
growing and hardier Western Red Cedar?
That’s what Genome Canada and collaborators
hope for as they commit $19 million to fund six
genomics-based research projects that will address
challenges in Canada’s forestry, healthcare, agricultural,
and aquacultural industries.
Of this money, $2.1 million has been allotted to the
University of British Columbia and British Columbia’s
Ministry of Forest, Lands, and Natural Resource
Operations, to use genomic selection to develop faster
trait breeding strategies for Western Red Cedar.
Heading the project will be UBC’s Dr. Joerg Bohlmann,
who will work with the ministry towards the goal of
producing a more rapidly growing tree with high-value
attributes that will protect against various environmental
threats, including pathogens and browsing wildlife.
The forests ministry notes that the Western Red
Cedar industry, currently valued at over $1billion, is
facing a decline that could potentially reduce revenues
significantly. The decline is precipitated by the shift from
old growth to second growth forests, as well as what
it calls “climatedriven challenges.”
The problem with
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BC’s second growth forests is they’re nowhere near as
productive or valuable as old growth stands, producing
less volume and wood that is less durable for outdoor
wood products.
Current breeding strategies for this species of tree can
take decades to produce the desired traits; however, in
theory at least, the application of genomic selection can
reduce that time by up to 30 years.
In simple terms, genomics is the complete set of DNA
within a single cell of an organism, and genomics
research is the science that aims to decipher and
understand the entire genetic information of everything
from microorganisms and plants to animals and humans.
Advances in genomics have enabled medical researchers
to better understand the function of complex biological
systems such as the human brain, as well as the genetic
bases of drug response and disease; conservationists are
using the information gathered by genomic sequencing
in order to better evaluate genetic factors key to species
protection.
The October announcement of the Genomics Canada
funding is hardly the first time intensive studies have
been undertaken to improve Western Red Cedar:
initiatives began back in the 1950s, and as late as last
year the provincial government’s genetic resource
management program (which encompasses genetic
conservation, genecology, tree breeding, and technical

support) saw 100 new parents from southern Oregon
cloned and established in the gene archives at Cowichan
Lake Research Station.
Scientists also recently tested Western Red Cedar trees
for enhanced natural durability by analyzing wood
cores and weight loss in soil block tests, with the aim of
establishing wood durability measures for 300 clones.
But genomics is widely considered to be a far superior
approach to species enhancement, with genomic
selection having the potential to significantly shorten
the breeding cycle by identifying seedlings that will
have desirable mature characteristics.
To that end, over $90 million has been invested in forest
genomic research across Canada over the past 10 years
– however, a report released last year by Genome BC
and the forests ministry acknowledges that “the value
of applying genomic selection to coastal Douglas-fir
and Western Red Cedar breeding programs has not yet
been quantified.”
While genomics applied to Western Red Cedar is a
relatively new venture and it’s too early to predict the
outcome of the latest wave of funding, it is predicted that
this type of science will be the foundation of Canada’s
growing bio-economy, or all economic activity derived
from life science-based research – which Genomics BC
estimates will be responsible for about $38 billion, or
2.25 percent of the country’s GDP, by next year.
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Workplace noise a focus
Many forestry jobs exceed
safe decibel levels
BY R OBIN BRUNET

A

lthough the incidences that led WorkSafe
BC to make noise levels a focus of concern
have been described as “close calls”
rather than accidents or injuries, the watchdog
organization appreciates that the one thing not to
be taken for granted in the woods is the protection
of fallers and equipment operators.
WorkSafe BC has determined that regular
exposure to sounds louder than 85 decibels can
cause permanent hearing loss – a level that applies
to chokermen and truckers. Worse, it has been
determined that loader and yarder operators, log
sorters, and feller buncher/skidder operators are
routinely exposed to greater decibel levels, from
88 to 97 dBa.
The people most susceptible to hearing loss are
manual fallers and landingmen: WorkSafe BC
has determined that they can endure only 7.5
minutes and just under two minutes of exposure
respectively before damage occurs, compared to
16 hours for chokermen, eight hours for truckers,
and 30 minutes for dozer/skidder operators. “It’s
important to know how loud your equipment or
work environment is to understand the risk you
face,” states WorkSafe BC in a recent newsletter.
Given that the Canadian Standards Association
rates hearing protection as Class A, B, or C
depending on how much noise reduction the
protection provides, WorkSafe recommends class

A for between 95 and 105 dBa, a combination of
both for anything louder, B class for 90-95 dBa,
and C for 90 dBa (based on an eight hour exposure
in all cases).
WorkSafe BC is hardly the only organization
to be concerned with noise levels in the forestry
industry: Sensear recently studied the issue with
regards to the Brazilian forestry industry, and while
its findings matched those of BC, it also found that
people who were exposed regularly to higher levels
of noise in forestry activities, even with protection,
had issues with tinnitus and general hearing loss.
Additionally, Sensear found notable patterns
indicating hearing loss with a good number of
workers exposed to noise well in the lower range
of decibel levels: about 48 percent of the workers
studied had hearing loss documented with work
that was below 80dBa, yet the damage was still

occurring over time, typically in a six-year period.
Sensear states, “This result supports the conclusion
that longer term repetitive exposure contributed to
hearing loss, as well as the fact that the noise levels
that cause damage over time can be far lower in
decibel amount than extreme thresholds in safety.”
Sensear’s study follows 2014 research on
hearing health practices for forestry workers by
West Virginia University, which again arrived
at conclusion similar to those of WorkSafe BC;
but in addition to discussing the most common
hearing problems affecting workers such as noiseinduced hearing loss (NIHL), tinnitus, hyperacusis
(loudness intolerance), diplacusis (difficulty in pitch
perception), and other changes in auditory function,
researchers found that many young workers exhibit
a lack of concern regarding potential risks to the
auditory system.
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EDITORIAL
In recent years there has been much concern in the forest
industry about shortages of labour. More specifically there has
been a concern about a shortage of young people entering the
industry. The concern is a valid one and continues to be an issue
particularly in aspects of harvesting operations.
However, it is heartening to read the stories in this issue of
young people getting degrees and certificates in forestry. Many
natural resources programs across the country have to turn away
applicants because of lack of space every year. The interest is
there and it is growing.
As the industry continues to transform and new products,
particularly bioproducts continue to be refined forestry will
continue to attract the best and brightest.
As Scott Wiebe of CRIBE notes elsewhere in this issue; forestry
is well positioned to make an important contribution to the fight
against climate change which is an issue that is important to many
students across the country. Wiebe also notes that young people
want to do something good that they can be proud of. A career
in forestry can offer just that.
Forestry is sustainable, renewable and for lack of a better word;
green. The more the industry, as a whole, does to promote these
virtues, both in the school system and to the broader public, the
more young, energetic and passionate people it will attract.
Just as it is for the students who will be reading this issue, the
future for forestry is bright.

Forestry career options
are broadening

Comments from the web
RE: Ontario’s moose population
under threat, environment
report says
Here is a story… Ask why in
certain WMU the MNR is trying to
Eliminate the moose populations .
Some biologist has a pipe dream to
introduce caribou in these area where
mother nature has placed moose .
To do this MNR is over culling cows

governments and other logging
licensees have been saying for
decades – logging is done in a
sustainable way and is sensitive
to cultural, environmental and
community needs. Glad to have them
RE: Huu-ay-aht Nation protests
UBCM’s ban on old-growth logging on board to help counter the deceitful
propaganda from environmental
Nice to see some First Nations
organizations.
groups with logging licences saying
- Bernie
much the same thing as provincial
to accomplish this genocide, and you
have the the gall to place blame on
hunters
- Fred Bruin retired OMNR employee
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Matt Wilkie

F

or me, working as a professional forester is more
of a lifestyle than a job.
I am a registered professional forester at
Weyerhaeuser’s engineered lumber mill in Kenora,
Ontario. My primary responsibility is making sure the
operation has enough sustainably sourced logs on hand
to meet its production goals. The job requires a variety
of skills, including a deep knowledge of working forests,
environmental issues and contractor operations, along
with the ability to build rapport with diverse groups
inside and outside the company.
Over the course of my career, I take pride in the
strong relationships that I have developed with local
stakeholders, including First Nations communities, local
towns and government officials. I am honoured to be
considered an active member of my community because
forestry is a part of everyone’s family, especially in our

northern communities.
As an avid outdoorsman, forests play an important
role in my family. Not only do they contribute to
my source of livelihood, but on the weekends and
vacation, I like to spend time outdoors with my
wife, daughter, son, foster son and step son. Such
a big chunk of my life and time with my family
has been spent in these working forests that I once
misunderstood.
I started my career in 1988 after graduating from
Lakehead University. I began in forestry because I
wanted to protect the woods. I thought that I might
work for the government because I did not consider
working in the industry as an option. I had always
heard that cutting trees was bad, until one of my
summer jobs was working in the woods on things
like regeneration surveys. I learned a lot from that
job and realized that
the bad reputation given to
forestry was not deserved
– which is why I Stand Up
for Forestry.
I consider myself very
lucky to really enjoy what
I do on a daily basis. The
nice thing about being
a forester is that there
is no average day, there
is always something
different to do from one
day to the next, including
reviewing inventory at
roadsides or assessing road
maintenance. I also serve
on outside groups for the
provincial government
or forestry associations
such as the Ontario Forest

Industries Association. One of my favourite parts of my
job is getting out in the bush and talking to contractors.
These contractors are intelligent and personable, with
families of their own at home. They also enjoy their
work and are passionate about their role in promoting
sustainable forestry.
Being a forester is holistic. I can look at things as both
a forester and a recreationist. As an avid hunter, while I
am out in a block of cut timber hunting for deer, I take
mental notes of the regeneration and regrowth and bring
it back to the office. Unfortunately, there are some major
challenges in forestry, including contractors on the verge
of retiring with no young foresters to replace them.
However, one of the biggest challenges is addressing
public misconceptions about forestry. Through better
education and social media, we are working to change
that.
Being in forestry is a great profession, every forester
I’ve met is a good person who cares about the land,
the environment and local communities. I stand up for
forestry because it is a lifestyle that I love.

What is one of Ontario’s most
effective tools for
ﬁghting climate change?

Putting wood to work
responsibly for generations

Wood
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Tackle Climate Change – Choose Wood Products
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A career in forestry: so much more than trees…

C

anada’s boreal forest, with its area of nearly
270 million hectares, represents a prosperous
and sustainable industry for several thousand
Canadians working in various sectors of the economy.
To pursue its growth, it is expected that the forest
industry must, over the next few years, refresh its
workforce with the addition of 60,000 new workers.
And with the growing concerns on climate change and
the tremendous opportunities offered by the forest to
reduce the global environmental footprint, the potential
goes far beyond the so-called traditional professions.
In support of a low-carbon economy, major players in
the Canadian forest sector have recently committed to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions as a way to provide
leadership in the global fight against climate change.
Thanks to its dynamism and adaptability, the Canadian
forest industry offers vast potential opportunities to
achieve this goal.
The green secrets of bioproducts
The recent focus on environment, sustainability and
clean technology has led to an increased demand for

products made from renewable and biodegradable
feedstock, of which Canadian forests are an extremely
abundant source. Over the past few years, teams of
researchers in areas as diversified as chemistry, physics
and microbiology have worked at extracting the smallest
particles from wood, such as cellulose filaments and
cellulose nanocrystals. These nanoscale elements are
increasingly being used as alternatives to traditional
fossil fuel-based products in fields such as natural
products, food, fuel and automobile components.
Lignin, a polymer extracted from the residual pulping
liquor of kraft pulp mills, offers unique chemical and
physical properties that are now being used in different
applications. Research is currently underway to develop
greener wood adhesives from renewable natural sources,
therefore reducing the environmental impact of volatile
organic compound emissions, at a fraction of the cost.
All these new applications create a huge potential for
careers with wood in non-traditional areas.
Renaissance of wood construction: leading to higher
results

YOU’LL FIND US
IN THE MOST
UNEXPECTED
PLACES.

In recent years, high-rise construction has seen the
resurgence of wood as a structural material of choice.
Focusing on wood natural properties and sustainability,
researchers and experts in fields such as fire protection,
acoustic and vibration performance, and seismic
resistance have devoted significant efforts to facilitate
the use of wood as a renewable construction material
in larger buildings in terms of surface area and storey
height. Wood fibre has also been used—for example, in
exterior insulation panels—to create new products that
offer improved performance at competitive prices, while
representing natural and renewable options.
Experts have also developed a compliance program
to help manufacturers communicate environmental
footprint data to the general public, in response to the
numerous stringent certification programs that have
emerged in recent years.
Managing the forest differently
The use of forest biomass has significantly increased in
recent years, supporting the growing bioeconomy across
Canada. Biomass is now being increasingly used for
steam and energy generation, pellet manufacturing and
power production. Projects for the production of biofuel
from forest residues have recently been launched and are
showing promising results. Forest operations are also
being facilitated, thanks to the use of comprehensive
software and electronic tools. These sophisticated units
allow for spatially analyzing many aspects of the value
chain, therefore helping improve forest operations
decisions. Data capture can now be made from the sky,
through the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or
drones, an innovative approach in forest management.
“FPInnovations’ vision of a world where products from
sustainable forests contribute to every aspect of daily
life will be achieved through its continued research,”
states Francine Guinois, Director of Human Resources
at FPInnovations. “Over the years, we have developed
collaborations with various colleges and universities
from provinces, which facilitate recruitment of new
talent. The organization aims to create innovative
solutions to support the industry in reaching its
environmental goals, therefore enhancing the sector’s
global competitiveness.”
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A long history of forestry
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with constant
adjustment
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f f e r i n g
options for
careers in
natural resources
management: choose
a degree! Our newest
addition is a 12-months
professional coursebased MSc Forestry
degree – 2 semesters
of classes, an
international field
school and a 4-months
research internship.
The internship can be
done either in Canada
or in an international
setting. This option is
available for students
with a background
at the honours
bachelor level in
natural resources,
environmental
science, geography,
b i o l o g y, f o r e s t r y,
environmental
engineering and
business, and similar
fields.
Forest stewardship
in the year 2016
and beyond is more
complex than ever
before. The forest
products industry has
gone through some
difficult adjustments
to
changing
market conditions,
government is
downsizing, climate
change is a reality
and the public
concern for forested
lands is at an all-time
high. These realities
can be viewed as
daunting challenges
or as opportunities
for new initiatives and
career paths.
As an institution
engaged with
forestry education
since the late 40s
(then as a Technical
School training
Forest Technicians)
L a k e h e a d
University’s Faculty
of Natural Resources

Management is embracing these changes with
a renewed vigour and believes now is as good
time as ever for getting properly prepared for
the careers of the future.
“Our degree offerings (undergraduate,
Masters and PhD) are constantly adjusted to
ensure relevance to societal and knowledge
changes with the ultimate intent of creating
graduates with the best portfolio training
possible for ensuring maximum employability
now and into the future. Our graduates are
successful in securing careers across Canada
and beyond in the incredible array of jobs
related to forest stewardship, environmental
assessment and community development”,
says Dr. Ulf Runesson, Dean of the Faculty
of Natural Resources Management.
The two undergraduate programs offered
by the Faculty (Honours Bachelor degrees
in either Environmental Management or
Science of Forestry) have a common two-year
beginning with six specializations starting in
year 3. Each year starts with a 2 week field
school – either in Canada or at an international
setting – thus far we have travelled throughout
Canada and the US as well as India, China,
Finland, South Africa, Ecuador, Croatia, Czech
Republic and Sweden.
The programs have been designed with the
understanding that a forest-dependent future
will require the following: education, research
and outreach in community development,
public consultation, best-practises, biofuels/bio-products, product diversification,
enhanced entrepreneurial skills, climate
change adaptation, improved land inventories,
attention to mining development, tenure
and aboriginal issues, wildlife management,
an international understanding of markets,
cultures and practices as well as ecosystem
health and conservation.
The Faculty fully recognizes that a major
portion of the base knowledge given in the first
two years for both degrees is also provided by

With 17 locations, we are just around the corner!
“no matter where you live”

many two-year diploma programs and, as a
result, offers college graduates entry into Year
3 after completion of a brief August transfer
program (4 week “boot camp”): 2 years of
college plus August boot camp plus 2 years of
university equals Honours Bachelor degree in
either Environmental Management or Science
of Forestry.
“Whether students enter our programs from
high school, college or as mature students
they will be treated with respect and get the
very best of education (including exposure to
ethics and confidentially issues, professional

standards, public accountability, due diligence,
the importance of life-long learning and respect
for diversity) to prepare them for rewarding
careers in fields such as environmental
protection, forest management, climate change
mitigation/adaptation, public advocacy, parks,
urban forestry and research to name a few.
“As the only accredited undergraduate
degree forestry program in Ontario we are
ready and proud to provide the very best to
prepare graduates for an exciting future full
of challenges and opportunities – a good time
indeed to get involved” says Dr. Runesson.

Contact CARDINAL
the authorized MORBARK Dealer
for Eastern Canada
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North Bay, ON
Port Perry, ON

819-949-2281
800-598-3044
416-666-5181
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FLEMING

Broad education yields
vast opportunities

U

rban forestry is a broad term so there is
a broad spectrum of jobs students can
find themselves working in,” Fleming
College Forestry/Urban Forestry Technician
Programs Coordinator, Tom Mikel dispels the
myth that all urban forestry graduates must work
in urban centres. He say many graduates go on
to employment across the forestry spectrum and
transfer their skills to numerous positions and job
titles.
The urban forestry technician program is a twoyear diploma program. Fleming College has an
articulation agreement with both the University

of New Brunswick and the University of British
Columbia so students can study for two years at
Fleming and move on to complete a degree in less
time than a traditional degree.
As you would imagine a lot of time is spent in
the field with hands-on learning.
Students learn operation and maintenance
of equipment where they receive chainsaw
certification, they use chippers, stump grinders
and similar equipment right through to watershed
management, forest ecology and silvics. They
study the dynamic of the forest and how it
develops,” Mikel said. “There is a lot of field

Our School is Different.
Are You?

work. Arboriculture skills and techniques is one
course where students are taught the basics of
tree climbing. Even if they don’t become arborists
they may be working with arborists. They spend
about seven weeks outside learning to tie knots,
basic climbing techniques to get up into the tree.”
“Students learn tree pruning in hands on
workshops with structural pruning and tree
planting. Our urban soils course is almost
exclusively outdoors. Every week we are digging
soil, analyzing it, texturing it and getting our hands
dirty.”
“In forest ecology, we do some forest succession
field trips where we go throughout the region and
look at all stages of the forest and collect data.
We go right from an open field to an old growth
forest,” Mikel said. “In the fall, there are weekly
walks for entomology and pathology and look at
diseases and insects, students catch live insects
for collections.”
While virtually all the courses of the Urban
Forestry program have an element of hands
on education Mikel says there is also a broad
spectrum of human resources courses that
prepare students for working with the public.
“We have courses that cover conflict management,
communication and critical thinking, trees, people
and communities. We must take into consideration
the number of people that are present within
the urban forest and try to teach students the
importance of humans, their involvement with and
need for the urban forest,” Mikel said.
The skills students acquire are applicable across
a broad spectrum of careers. Fleming graduates
are employed as everything from tree bylaw officer
inspectors right through to forest technicians.
“They have a mix of duties from overseeing
street tree inventories to managing ecological land
classification within municipal woodlots. Others go
on to tree care companies, some of them morph
into an arborist type role other into plant health
care, pesticide applications and fertilizing. Some
have started in urban forestry and go on into
traditional forestry,” Mikel said.
“Our students are usually a mix of students from
the city who plan to spend a career in the GTA and
a lot of rural students who don’t want to work in
cities but the training is broad enough to provide
opportunities outside of the city.”

30 + career-focused programs
Active, outdoor, hands-on learning
Field schools, work placements, applied projects, paid co-ops
More grads working in the environmental and natural resources sectors

EACOM is now purchasing Spruce, Pine and
Fir logs for its Nairn Centre Operations.
We offer competitive pricing for deliveries to
our Nairn Centre Sawmill or to acceptable
storage yards.

than any other college in Canada

For information:
flemingcollege.ca/senrs
askus@flemingcollege.ca
866-353-6464 x 3301
Location: Lindsay, Ontario

Nous sommes heureux de travailler avec
vous en français.

CONTACT MARCEL VEILLETTE
Tel: 705-869-4020 ext. 204
Cell: 705-690-6427
Fax: 705-869-2966
Email: marcel.veillette@eacom.ca
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Network) conference in Olso, Norway, and it is bringing some
much deserved recognition to the college’s innovative practice
of aligning industry and education.
The Global Best Awards celebrate partnerships among
educational institutions, private businesses and other
stakeholders that boost learning and employability. These
partnerships enhance job-relevant experiential learning and
lead to increased educational opportunities and advanced skills
development. An international panel selected the Global Best
Award winners at the gold and silver levels in six categories in
each of the seven geographical regions: Africa, Asia, Australia
& Oceania, Europe, Middle East, North America and South
America.
Since 2008, CNC’s Natural Resources and Environmental
Technology (NRET) program has been supported by the
12,500-hectare College of New Caledonia Research Forest,
which is managed with support from Dunkley Lumber. In addition,
the company helps the college harvest and sell approximately
30,000 m3 of timber from the research forest annually in order to
fund applied research initiatives and support the NRET program.
Dunkley hires students, funds a number of annual scholarships and
bursaries, and provides additional forestry research support.
The research forest itself provides an exceptional outdoor teaching
facility for students and provides an applied research facility for regional
companies, First Nations and community stakeholders to work with the
college. Faculty and students both work in the forest to research and
develop solutions to the most pressing innovation challenges facing
the natural resource sectors. This is just one of the ways that CNC
works with partners to support students and maintain the sustainability
of Northern BC’s vital industries.

College-industry
partnership
creates
research forest

T

he College of New Caledonia (CNC) is a comprehensive
community college that has been training and educating
residents of Northern B.C. since 1969. It has campuses in
Prince George, Quesnel, Mackenzie, Vanderhoof, Fort St. James and
Burns Lake. CNC offers over 70 different programs in the areas of
trades, health sciences, university transfer courses and more.
Back in September, the College of New Caledonia was recognized at
the 2016 Global Best Awards for its partnership with Dunkley Lumber
Ltd. and the CNC Research Forest Society. CNC tied for a silver medal
in the STEM category for North America. The award was presented
at the 13th annual IPN (International education business Partnership

WHY CNC?
Half the class size, less
tuition, all the quality!






/collegeofnewcaledonia
/cnc_bc_ca
/+cncbcca
/caledoniacollege
/collegeofnewcaledonia
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New urban forestry
program adds to
student options

he longest serving full-time program at Algonquin College’s
Pembroke Campus is about to get company. As the campus
prepares to celebrate its 50th anniversary, its popular Forestry
Technician program will be complimented with a new Urban ForestryArboriculture program.
The College has been considering expanding its Forestry training
programs for many years because of pent up demand for its Technician
program. Manager of Community and Student Affairs, Jamie
Bramburger, says “We have regrettably had to turn away qualified
applicants for the past few years because our Forestry Technician
program was full. The new arborist program will provide more choice
for students and will also meet the growing labour market demand for
qualified forestry workers,” adds Bramburger.
The 8-month long Urban Forestry-Arboriculture Certificate program
will have its first intake in September of 2017. It will feature dozens of
hours of practical training outdoors and the opportunity to earn industry
recognized certifications. The Pembroke Waterfront Campus is excited
to train future Arborists in the art and science of planting, caring for,
and maintaining individual trees in urban settings for the purpose of
improving the urban environment. College is about experiential learning
and we know that becoming an urban forester is about get outside and
getting your hands dirty. From start to finish, our program is hands-on
with students spending a lot of time working with trees and shrubs
outside in addition to time in the classroom.
Building on a more than 45 year history of offering Forestry training,
the campus has an experienced faculty that is well connected to
several saw mills and forestry operations in Renfrew County. These
partnerships will support students while they learn how to properly climb
trees, how to safely remove trees, and the proper use of equipment
related to forestry operations.
Urban Forestry-Arboriculture is part of a growing cluster of outdoor
training programs offered at the Pembroke Campus. Campus Dean,
Karen Davies, says the College continues to introduce a unique mix of
programs that attract students from across Canada. “We have some of
the most innovative programs in Ontario’s college system. Not only are
they different, but they are also on the leading edge of what employers
are looking for. This new program will allow us to meet labour
market demands that are currently unfulfilled,” says Davies. These
unique programs are
attracting students
from across Canada
and that trend is
expected to continue
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CNA grad
turns idea
into growing
company

W

hen Adam Anderson was deciding what
to pursue as a career during his last year
of high school, he wasn’t focused on
starting his own business or having people in his
employ. His goal was finding something he was
passionate about.
“A major question I asked myself was, did I want
to get into a five-year university program right
away that I may or may not like a year down the
road? College of the North Atlantic (CNA) was an
opportunity for me to become a technician after
two years, and if it was something I wasn’t that
interested in, then it was two years in and I actually
had something to show from it rather than be two
years in at university and leave with nothing.”
Adam started in the Forest Resources Technician
program in 2000. As it turns out, he loved the
program, and upon graduating went to work right
away in various forest technician jobs across the
country. After some real-world experience, he
realized he loved the work and decided to make it
his full-time career.
His next step was returning to post-secondary,
enrolling in the University of New Brunswick (UNB),
where he says the two years at CNA gave him a
leg up over some of his classmates.
“The technical skills you gain at the college are

so beneficial. When it came to implementing field
programs in the university setting, a lot of people
didn’t have the technical experience like the
practical hands-on experience that I had coming
out of CNA. I took the lead and showed people how
to use the tools and how to do the surveys because
they just hadn’t had that practical experience.”
“When I started working in the forest industry
in Ontario, British Columbia and Newfoundland, I
saw some things I thought could be done a little
differently or ways managing practices could be
changed.”
Adams says he couldn’t see how to make
changes in the industry with any of the positions
he was being offered. That, and a push from a
former employer, led him to start his own company.
“A boss I had at one point saw something in
me and said, ‘You should really look at starting
something up in Newfoundland because you have
a lot of good ideas.’ That’s what I did as soon as
that contract finished.”
A year after graduating from UNB, Adam opened
his consulting firm Resource Innovations in his
home town of Corner Brook, Newfoundland. His
company focuses on providing forest management
and planning services which promote healthy forest
ecosystems, sustainability and environmental
stewardship.
The leap of faith to start a business has paid
off for Adam and it allows him the opportunity to
provide careers for young professionals here in
Newfoundland and Labrador. The company employs
nearly 30
people in
seasonal
and full-time
positions, with
the majority

located at the Corner Brook office, while others
operate out of an office in in Thunder Bay, Ontario.
Adam says the forestry sector isn’t what it used to
be; it’s a revitalized industry with new technologies
coming online regularly, which lead to new and
exciting career opportunities for prospective
employees.
“For a number of years, even when we were
running the business, there were no opportunities
for young professionals like myself which was
part of the reason we started the business. Now
we have 13 people and all are relatively recent
graduates. It’s a young, vibrant team.”
With well over a decade of experience under
his belt, Adam is passing his knowledge on to new
entrepreneurs. And while his business continues to
grow, Adam has carved out time to develop some
of his other innovative business ideas.
“I always had a lot of ideas in my head – some
whacky and some that seemed to apply. The more
education I received, the more the ideas applied
to real world and actual working scenarios. I’m
running a consulting firm, but I’m still acting on
other ideas.
“CNA helped to foster my entrepreneurial
spirit and thought processes by providing a
solid educational foundation in the natural
resources sector. It really helped me to focus
on and implement business ideas that promote
sustainable management of our natural resources,
and gave me the foundation necessary to start and
grow a successful consulting firm.”

See the forest,
for the trees.

Forest Resources
Technician
cna.nl.ca
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FORESTRY
A CLIMATE
CHANGE
LEADER

T

his isn’t your father’s forestry. Today’s
forest industry is at the forefront of
sustainable, environmentally friendly
resource development. New technologies in
building materials, biofuels, bioenergy and
bioproducts have placed Canada’s forestry
sector in a key position to make a real
difference in combatting climate change.
As the CEO of the Centre for Research and
Innovation in the Bio-economy of CRIBE,
Scott Wiebe is excited about the role the
next generation can take in using the nation’s
renewable resource to solve global problems.
“We have been around since 2009 largely
to transform the forest industry beyond its
traditional products. CRIBE invests in early
stage, precommercial and demonstration
technologies to help move them forward from
the lab scale to a scale that industry can make
informed decisions on,” Wiebe said.
“In the climate change action plan there
are five sectors mentioned. The top three
emitters are transportation, industry and
buildings. Forestry can play an outsized role
in transforming all of those. In transportation,
there are fuel technologies built around
wood. In industry and buildings, we can offer
homegrown solutions for our own challenges.”

CRIBE and other members of the forest
industry are looking at how to engage with
the public in a way that promotes wood as a
solution for some of the world’s most pressing
issues.
“There is a real opportunity to change the
public perception of forestry. Kids want to
change the world. That was part of the reason
I got into forestry, I wanted doing something
good,” Wiebe said. “We have real opportunity
for the forest industry to be a key player in
the way forward for climate change. We have
an advantage in that our forests are the most
sustainable in the world and we have the
highest percentage of certified forests.”
“Forestry is a renewable industry and we
have an opportunity to start changing what
products we make and how they work in the

world. We are going to be replacing a lot of
the fossil fuel plastics, chemicals and building
materials with renewable wood products,”
Wiebe said.
“Our forests are going to be the future. We
have world leading forests now and we have
the opportunity make the products that can
change the world.”
The Centre for Research and Innovation
in the Bio-Economy is a provincial initiative
to transform the forest products industry in
Northern Ontario. They are an independent,
not-for-profit research corporation that partners
closely with other relevant organizations to
provide support to direct and turn research
results and innovative business opportunities
into operational realities.

LINKING FUTURE FORESTS
TO COMMUNITIES
There’s a simple way you can ensure healthy forests for
generations to come while supporting the people and
communities who depend on them.
Choose the Sustainable Forestry
Initiative® (SFI) Standard for your
working forest. The actions we
take today determine the
future of our forests
Learn more at
sﬁprogram.org.
Biorefineries allow our local forest industry to extract value from every part of every
piece of wood that is harvested and are the future for a sustainable forest-based
economy in northern Ontario. By pairing traditional materials with sustainability,
we can create a brighter future. CRIBE is proud to support the commercialization
of new uses for wood in Ontario, including biorefinery research.

WE ARE A COMMUNITY OF PEOPLE WHO
STAND FOR FUTURE FORESTS.

Have an idea you’re looking to grow? Find out more at www.cribe.ca

CRIBE-12613-BBI Ad-3.indd 1
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COVER MORE GROUND.
Loggers demand maximum productivity and uptime out of their
equipment shift after shift. And the John Deere 903M Tracked Feller
Buncher delivers, big time. It features a powerful fuel-efficient engine,
fast hydraulics for superb multifunction operation, deep cutting swath,
and best-in-class tree accumulation for maximum productivity. Plus, now
enjoy special financing options available through John Deere Finance.
With this tough feller buncher on your jobsite, working hard has never
been so easy. See your local Nortrax dealer today for more information.
*0% APR for 36 Months on new John Deere Feller Bunchers. Offer available 01 March 2016 through 30 June 2016.

We Stand Ready.
Nortrax for
Parts & Service

(866) 366.8722

Labour shortages easing for logging
B Y S HAUN L ESLIE T URRI FF

T

wo Ontario loggers and a Saskatchewan woodlands
management company offer some insight, from
different points of view, of the Canadian logging
industry in 2016. Weather, capital expense, and local and
international issues have their effect on the businesses.
Labour issues, including competition with other industries,

remain a concern.
John Fleming, of Fleming’s Trucking and Logging, Hilton
Beach, Ontario, had been around awhile. “Well my dad, he
started the company, and he’s 76 now,” says Fleming. “He’s
been logging all his life. I started cutting with him. It’s a
family business.”
“We’ve got 6 employees,” says Fleming, “and we’ve gone
cut-to-length now, so we’ve got a John Deere 853m, that’s
new. We’ve got two TimberPro
725’s, with Rolly II heads on
them. We also have a TimberPro
840c, 24 ton.”
“We cut around Sault Ste.
Marie, mostly. 95% our wood
is hardwood. We contract
o u t , m o s t l y. 7 5 % o f m y
business is from JM Longyear
International, out of the Sault.

We sell some wood to Canadian mills, some goes to Quebec,
some to Michigan.”
Roger Nesdoly, General Manager of Mistik Management
Ltd., Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan, offers a different view
of the industry. “We’re a woodlands management company,
covering all activities from regulatory to harvesting,” says
Nesdoly. “We work with 3 main contractor groups. All told,
our activities, including road construction and maintenance,
harvesting, etc., employ several hundred people.”
“We don’t deal directly with markets and prices,” says
Nesdoly. “We supply two mills, NorSask Forest Products Inc.
and Meadow Lake Mechanical Pulp Inc. They’re responsible
for putting product on the open market.”
Daniel Boucher, of Angelwood Enterprises Inc., Thornloe,
Ontario, says, “Angelwood has been in operation since 1995.
I’ve been logging since I was 15 years old, and I’m 45 now.
I had been working with the Fiset’s (H. Fiset and Sons), and
then started on my own. I’ve been logging my whole life.”
When Greg Bavis bought his
first single-grip harvesting
head, it was a Log Max 3000
mounted on a small rubbertired harvester.

5000D Fits Both Applications

Digging? Contact Us.

In September 2015, Greg
upgraded his computer and
harvesting head.

Unplanned excavations can turn up unpleasant surprises, so don’t
take chances. If you’re planning work around TransCanada’s gas pipelines,
contact us in advance. Pipeline locators will clearly mark any potential
hazards. The service is free and can be reached 24 hours a day.
Call 1.800.400.2255 or visit www.clickbeforeyoudig.com
to request a locate.

www.logmax.com
Eastern Canada

Ph. 506.869.2325

USA
Ph. 360.699.7300

Western Canada

Toll Free 1.800.666.4474

CANADA’S FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY:

CLEAN, GREEN
+ GROWING
Learn how Canada’s forest products industry is clean, green, and growing
by reading our pre-budget submission: FPAC.CA/ADVOCACY

THE FOREST PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION OF CANADA

“It was what we were looking
for at that time doing commercial thinnings. We were struggling with the larger diameters.
So, we upgraded to a used
5000 and a bigger carrier.
It was a huge improvement
handling the bigger stems and
hardwoods, but, it was 9 years
old and getting tired.”
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“We thought quite hard about
going to the 6000B but were
concerned it would be too big
in the thinnings. In the end,
we opted for the newer D
model Log Max 5000. It’s
ideal for commercial thinnings
and for final harvesting. We
can handle the larger trees
now that we used to walk by
and our production has gone
up. It has bigger feed motors
with the aggressive V style
feed rollers, faster saw and
a heavier frame. It has been
nothing but positive. The
guys at Log Max Forestry in
Moncton are great to deal with
and I look forward to working
with them in the future.”
Thanks Greg. We look forward
to working with you too.

contractors in Ontario and Saskatchewan
“We got two employees now,” says Boucher. “I needed to
downsize back in 2013, and again recently this summer.”
Boucher continues, “I cut mostly around Thornloe. I was
a general contractor for the Elk Lake mill, now I mostly
subcontract for other contractors in the Elk Lake area.”
Discussing the summer, Fleming says that “business was
okay. Mills are a little plugged up right now. It’s not great
out there.”
“We had a good winter, overall,” says Fleming. “Good
winter volumes, not to much snow, although there was some
rain early on. We had a bit of overproduction. Summer was
good. We got some set up done, and next year’s cut is all
lined up.”
Fleming notes that “a big challenge for us is that we cut on
private land, mostly. We have to deal with landowners, plan
with them. They have to be kept happy. They don’t always
understand the timelines, when we can cut.” Small lots and
a lot of moving around also present some issues for Fleming
and his crew. “And small lots,” says Fleming. “Not like
Crown land. We bounce around a lot. Used to be we’d get
1000-1500 acres, spend five or six months. Now it’s more
like 100 acres, 25 sometimes.”
Nesdoly says “summer was up and down. Harvesting was
okay, but the weather was not the most agreeable, and made
it hard to skid, transport, and deliver the timber. Right now,
we’re a few weeks behind schedule because of the weather,
and mill inventory is critical.” Overall, according to Nesdoly,
“Things have been up and down for the last few years.
Certainly, the expiration of the softwood lumber agreement
has caused some concern. Three quarters of NorSask’s lumber
heads to US markets. So there is a question of long term
access to that market.”
Regarding the tariff agreement, Fleming is more pragmatic.
“We’re mostly hardwoods,” says Fleming, “but I know that
any problems at the border with softwoods means more
people will turn to hardwood, and that’ll affect our business,
sure.”
There are local challenges as well. “Three quarters of our
cut for NorSask is Jack pine,” says Nesdoly. “It’s a tough
tree, grows where nothing else will grow. It’s also a snarly,
ugly looking tree, and it can be hard to get a 2x4 out of them.
There’s some waste. That’s a challenge.”
Boucher says that it was “a bad summer, honestly. I was
working on some bad blocks, getting half the loads I was
expecting. That makes a big difference at the end of the day.”
Like many in the industry, however, Boucher rolls with the
punches. “I had to sell off my new equipment, which got rid
of the payments, took some of the pressure off. Now, I’ve got
just the one feller-buncher, one delimber and a truck. Without
the payments of the new equipment, I’m in a comfortable
place, for now.”
Capital expenditure is a major challenge for small operators

like Boucher. “I had to turn down work, because they said to
go out and buy a 1.35 million dollar machine. I can’t make
that kind of commitment if they’re going to turn around
and shut me down for two weeks. Not with 30,000 dollar
payments to make.”
On the topic of labour, Fleming notes that he’s “got a good
crew. People come back to us. We’re not a large crew. Labour
hasn’t been an issue. We’ve got a good small crew. I do know
that if we expanded, though, I’d have trouble finding guys
for sure.”
Fleming is very proud of his safety record, which has
been recognized at the provincial level. “We’ve won the
President’s Award for health and safety excellence, from
Workplace Safety North (Ontario’s provincial health and
safety association) two years running,” says Fleming. “We’re
proud of that. We like to take care of our guys, make sure
they’re safe. We like to take care of the bush while we’re out
there, and we like to take care of our guys.”
Nesdoly, located in Saskatchewan, sees things a little
differently. “Two or three years ago, I would have said labour
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General Contracting
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was an issue,” says Nesdoly. “Right now, that’s not so. The
downturn in the oil patch has freed up a lot of labour. And
even with an upswing, I think the patch will reconsider its
rates, and the workforce will adjust as well. Not everyone is
going to want to go back to a camp job after they’ve settled
down somewhere else.”
For Boucher, the competition for labour is mining, not oil.
“We can’t pay the guys the same rates as the mines. Guys
love working in the bush, and being underground isn’t for
everybody, but the money isn’t always there. There’ll always
be labour problems if we can’t start paying our guys more.”
Of course, raising costs make competitive salaries a real issue
in logging, and in forestry as a whole. “All I know,” says
Boucher, “is that the price of fuel, and everything else, just
keeps rising. Everything is more expensive.”
Boucher’s experience shows that, in his words, “it can be
hard for the little guys out there.” However, at the end of the
day, according to Fleming, “logging is never easy. It’s always
a bit of a struggle. We’re still plugging along, and not giving
up by any means.”

PHILOSOPHY

Take your partners for the softwood hustle

BY P HIL HEARN

I

t’s that time again! Every decade or so for the past
100 years, the US and Canadian softwood lumber
producers join their Federal, Provincial, and State
government representatives to dance around each
other clapping their hands and shuffling their feet as
they attempt to justify why Canadian softwood lumber
should or shouldn’t be exported to the United States
free of tariffs.
Both sides know that the US cannot do without
Canadian lumber to supply their markets and that
Canadian SPF is the preferred building material for
framing residential homes across North America. And
everyone knows that there is a degree of subsidization

FREE SATELLITE PHONE
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SUDBURY
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SAULT STE. MARIE
705.759.0075

THUNDER BAY
807.623.4800

KENORA
807.547.5500

when wood is harvested from Canadian public lands.
The dance is usually accompanied by various wall
flowers from the Environmental and First Nations
communities who take the opportunity to extract
their pound of flesh as governments go through this
painstakingly slow process of proving what everybody
already knows. When you add in the cadre of consultants
and trade lawyers required to support this process you
are inevitably headed for a long drawn-out, expensive
process to end up with the same result.
Prior to the last Softwood Lumber Agreement,
Canadian forest companies proceeded down the
litigative route through the NAFTA process and were on

the verge of getting a positive ruling when the Federal
government stepped in and forced the current agreement
which has now expired.
Some Canadian lumber producers, especially in the
West, have been smart enough to invest in purchasing
U.S. sawmill operations in order to benefit from
whatever the outcomes of future softwood lumber
rulings there may be.
Additionally the years of having to tighten their belts
to ensure competitiveness and negate the impact of
any tariffs has forced Canadian softwood producers
to become way more efficient producers than many of
their U.S. counterparts who have hidden behind the
protectionism afforded them by their government.
The impact of the low Canadian dollar when lumber
is priced in U.S. dollars also gets under the skin of U.S.
producers.
- Bark Mulch
By the time you read this, the next U.S. President will
- Bark Compost
have
been decided upon but either way it won’t change
- Hog Fuel
how the traditional softwood hustle will unfold.
- Grinding/Screening
Gro-Bark (Ontario) Ltd.
Instead of creating this usual 2-year tail-chasing
exercise, why not accept the inevitable and agree on
a tariff.
Waterloo 519-885-3411 www.gro-bark.com
U.S producers accept the fact that Canadian SPF
Bancroft ● Burk’s falls ● kenaBeek ● Milton
lumber is a superior building material
(stronger, lighter, better nailability) than
U.S. southern pine and is an essential
Wanted
component to the U.S. residential housing
market - a market that will continue to
be strong as housing starts respond to the
backlog of the Great Recession.
Canadian producers accept that the U.S.
Standing Timber or Logs
will always cry subsidy as long as 90% of
Canada’s forests are publicly owned.
Barry Forbes
The provincial and federal governments
Heavy Equipment Corporation
would respond positively to a unified
position from the forest industry. It would
save millions in lawyers and consultants fees
660 County Road 22
and reduce the stress on senior management.
Kemptville ON K0G 1J0
However, one suspects that many of the
players on both sides will prefer to ‘do the
hustle’.

Hemlock / Pruche

613 314 1600

ironpeddlar@hotmail.com

*Terms & conditions apply.

WANTED
Buyer of Logs, Pulp and Standing Timber

FORESTRY CONTRACTOR

Red Pine • White Pine • Spruce • Balsam • White Cedar
• Environmentally Controlled Forestry Thinning
• Buyers of Standing and Felled Timber
• Forestry Management Planning • Property Tax Rebates
• Now Purchasing Logs at Roadside

All species
Hardwood sawlogs
Veneer logs
Call:
Peter Hunt - 519-777-8632
Southern Ontario
Deryk Ryan - 613-639-5221
Haliburton and area
Bill Miller - 705-737-6026
Simcoe county and area

WANTED TO BUY

• White Pine Sawlogs
• Softwood Pulp
Phone (613) 735-0796 Cell (613) 639-4100
bgjones@nrtco.net

RR1 Holland Centre, Ontario N0H 1R0
Rob Beirnes
Forestry Operations Manager

moggievalley@gmail.com

519-794-0018 Fx: 519-794-0019
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(519) 698-2741 Fax: (519) 698-2831
RR 1 Wallenstein, ON
www.baumansawmill.com

Affordable luxuries from around the world..

Resource Land Holdings, LLC is a $800MM
natural resource and real estate
private equity ﬁrm interested in acquiring
freehold timberland in excess of $10MM in Canada
RLH’s afﬁliate, Canadian Timber Partners, Ltd., owns a
145,000 acre freehold timber property in Northern Ontario

P.O. Box 316
Callander, ON P0H 1H0

RLH purchases land with no ﬁnancing contingencies

705 474-8170
1-877-752-2791
www.buckstone.ca

Interested parties can contact:
Byron Levkulich, CFA, CPA | Principal
Resource Land Holdings, LLC

720.723.2859
e. byron.levkulich@rlholdings.com

www.rlholdings.com

TRUCKING

NURSERIES

POWDER COATING

SIGNS

Your Future Forests are in the
Palms of Our Hands

•Specializing in Containerized Tree Seedlings
•Multi-Year Transplanted Seedlings Available
R.R. #1 Murillo, ON P0T 2G0 Tel. (807) 935-2626
Fax (807) 935-2190 hillsgrh@tbaytel.net

LUMBER PRODUCTS
Manufacturier de
bois de sciage
Lumber Manufacturer
Tel.: (705) 753-2220
Fax.: (705) 753-4588
Sturgeon Falls, ON

gou l a r d l u m b e r @ g o u l a r d l u m b e r. c a

TRUCKS-NORTHEAST
LEWIS MOTOR SALES
(NORTH BAY) INC.
Sales Parts Service Leasing

1-800-461-1631
F 705 472 2741
19 HEWITT DR, BOX 1257
NORTH BAY, ON P1B 8K5

FORESTRY SUPPLIES

LUMBER PRODUCTS

TRUCKS - NORTHEAST

CAMBRIAN TRUCK CENTRE
Corner of Hwy 17 @ Hwy 69 Bypass

For all of your strapping needs
Steel, Plastic and Tool Repair
116 Shaver St.
Brantford, ON
N3T 5M1

www.jemline.com

877-536-6584
519-754-5432
Fx: 519-759-3830

sales@jemline.com

ADVERTISING

BOOK THIS SPACE
FOR A YEAR
ONLY $599 + GST

Sudbury

White & Red Pine Specialty Products
• Core Boxes
• Mining Timbers
• Hardwoods

• Knotty Pine
Paneling
• Cedar Products

1-800-757-4797 Box 300 - Emo - Ontario - P0W 1E0

(705) 560-8661

(866) 242-4026

Parts & Serivce MONDAY TO FRIDAY 7am to midnight
WWW.CAMBRIANTRUCKS.COM

www.manitouforest.com

CONSTRUCTION

LUMBER PRODUCTS

Lumber Resources Inc.
We’re buying
KD & Green Hardwood Lumber
Tamarack and Aspen Lumber
Philippe LeBlanc
Quebec City , PQ

(418) 624-0038
Cell: (418) 953-3761

pleblanc@rlumber.ca
www.rlumber.ca

Call Loretta 1-877-869-0588
Advertise for a year for under
$599
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If a chainsaw is the tool of your trade, quality and reliability are key. Husqvarna chainsaws
feature state-of-the-art ergonomics, rugged construction and innovative features that
work as hard as you do. Back that up with our nationwide sales and service centres,
and you definitely have the brand you can rely on. To learn more visit husqvarna.ca

562 Xp®
STaRTIng aT

$949.99
MSRP

powerFul
engines

slim
design

rapid
acceleration

magnesium
crankcase

The X-Torq® engine powers through
tough cuts with lower fuel consumption
and reduced exhaust emission levels.

Makes the chainsaw
easy and convenient to
handle in any situation.

RevBoost™ delivers
higher chain speeds for
best limbing performance.

Withstands high RPMs and
tough professional use,
ensuring a long service life.

For chainsaw sales and service, head to your local husqvarna dealer.
Features shown not available on all models.

© 2016 Husqvarna aB. all rights reserved.

when you want
reliability, we’re ready.

